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Identification of a new export signal in *Plasmodium Yoelii*: identification of a new exportome
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**Running title**

*P. yoelii* exportome exposed by a new export signal
**Summary**

Development of the erythrocytic malaria parasite requires targeting of parasite proteins into multiple compartments located within and beyond the parasite confine. Beyond the PEXEL/VTS pathway and its characterized players, increasing amount of evidence has highlighted the existence of proteins exported using alternative export-signal(s)/pathway(s); hence, the exportomes currently predicted are incomplete. The nature of these exported proteins which could have a prominent role in most of the *Plasmodium* species remains elusive.

Using *P. yoelii* variant proteins, we identified a signal associated to lipophilic region that mediates export of *Plasmodium yoelii* proteins. This non-PEXEL signal termed PLASMED is defined by semi-conserved residues and possibly a secondary structure. *In vivo* characterization of exported-proteins indicated that PLASMED is a *bona fide* export-signal that allowed us to identify an unseen *P. yoelii* exportome.

The repertoire of the newly predicted exported proteins opens up perspectives for unraveling the remodeling of the host-cell by the parasite, against which new therapies could be elaborated.
Introduction

Specific targeting of proteins in eukaryotic cells is defined by unique sequence motifs. To achieve targeting to different compartments, cells use a variety of strategies. Similarly, malaria parasites need to traffic proteins to multiple compartments including the parasitophorous vacuole lumen and/or the host-cell-cytoplasm (HCC), located beyond the parasite plasma membrane or the PV membrane (PVM), respectively.

The identification of a short host-cell targeting motif named PEXEL or VTS, located downstream of a lipophilic signal peptide (SP), allowed the prediction of a repertoire of ~300 exported proteins in *P. falciparum* (Marti et al, 2004; Sargeant et al, 2006; van Ooij et al, 2008). Nevertheless, it is clear that these PEXEL/VTS proteins reflect only a fraction of the parasite exportome as supported by the increasing number of PEXEL-Negative-Exported-Proteins (PNEP) reported in *P. falciparum* (Heiber et al, 2013; Spielmann & Gilberger, 2010). This indicates that alternative export-signal(s) should exist. For the other malaria spp., the repertoire of exported proteins is more elusive, as most of the known *P. falciparum* exported proteins do not have a direct homologue. Moreover, only few PEXEL proteins (Marti et al, 2004; Sargeant et al, 2006; van Ooij et al, 2008) are found in non-*falciparum* spp., suggesting that PNEP play a more prominent role in these species (Spielmann & Gilberger, 2010). This is supported by the existence in all the non-*falciparum* spp. of PEXEL negative multigene families. These latter are localized in subtelomeric regions which are known to contain genes encoding exported proteins involved in the remodeling of the host-cell.

The largest multigene family identified so far in *Plasmodium* spp. is collectively named pir (*Plasmodium* interspersed repeats). The yir genes of *P. yoelii* constitute the largest pir subset with more than 830 members. Members of pir have also been identified in *P. vivax, P. berghei, P. chabaudi, P. knowlesi* and *P. cynomolgi* (Carlton et al, 2005; Carlton et al, 2002;

After *pir*, one of the largest multigene families found in rodent malaria parasites, with ~220 members in *P. yoelii*, is *pyst*. The PYST-A subfamily contains a predicted SP only, PYST-B contains SP and PEXEL/VTS motifs, while PYST-C and PYST-D contain both predicted SP and TM domains (Carlton et al, 2002). Although only PYST-B contains the predicted PEXEL/VTS motif, PYST-A of *P. berghei* can be exported to the HCC, and one PYST-A member is localized at the iRBC membrane (Franke-Fayard et al, 2010; Pasini et al, 2012). Here, we investigated the export sequence of these variant PNEP in *P. yoelii*. This allowed us to identify a new PNEP export signal and present a significantly expanded exportome.
Results

YIR and PYST are exported in the host-cell-cytoplasm.

The subcellular localization of a YIR and a PYST protein without predicted PEXEL/VTS motifs was characterized in *P. yoelii* by GFP-tagging. The YIR protein PY01872 (282 residues) have a canonical PIR pattern with an annotated TM domain at the C-terminal end while the PYST protein PY04313 (289 residues) is predicted to contain a SP but no TM domain. To ensure that the GFP-tag did not affect the localization of the different proteins, GFP was inserted either internally (yir-iGFP or pyst-iGFP) or at the C-terminal end of the PIR and PYST proteins (yir-CtGFP or pyst-CtGFP).

Localization of YIR and PYST full-length chimeras was ascertained using live-cell fluorescence microscopy performed on mixed-stage blood samples. For this, we took advantage of the observation that DAPI staining coupled to a longpass UV filter allowed us to discern the internal structures and membranes of live parasites, including the PVM (Supplementary Figure S1A). The export patterns in transfected parasites were evaluated by classifying the export efficiency into five representative groups named “efficient, positive, moderate, low and no” export patterns with ≥100%, ~75%, ~50%, ≤25% and 0% of the GFP signal in the HCC compared to that measured within the parasite (Figure 1 III).

Both GFP-tagged YIR and PYST were localized in the parasite cytoplasm as well as in the HCC, independent of the position of the GFP-tag (figure 1). The punctate green pattern observed in the HCC of YIR transfectants suggested that YIR protein could be localized in specialized structures in the HCC (Figure 1A) while the smooth green pattern observed for PYST transfectants supports that they are mainly soluble inside the HCC (Figure 1B). These localization patterns were supported by solubility assays data which indicated that YIR and PYST chimeras are mostly found associated with integral membrane and soluble protein fractions, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1B). Finally, a smooth staining surrounding
the periphery of the parasite was observed in a subset of iRBC, suggesting that the YIR/PYST fused proteins also accumulated in the parasite PV (white arrow, Figure 1). Analysis of the export efficiency revealed a decrease of the export efficiency when the GFP-tag was fused downstream of the plasmodial protein, suggesting that GFP had an adverse effect on chimera export (Figure 1, PY01872-CtGFP and PY04313-CtGFP). To confirm the ultimate localization of these proteins, we generated transgenic parasite lines expressing PY01872 or PY04313 fused with a myc or a HA tag placed at the C-termini, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1C). Immunolabeling using specific anti-tag and anti-PyEXP1 antibodies showed PY01872 and PY04313 being exported to the HCC, in line with what was observed previously in live parasite expressing the cognate proteins tagged with an internal GFP.

Validating these data, transfected parasites expressing GFP chimeras including the YIR proteins PY03906 (1 TM domain) and PY03632 (1 SP and 1 TM domain) or the PYST protein PY01395 (1 SP) showed localization patterns similar to those observed for YIR and PYST transfectants, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1D). Altogether, this data provides the identification of two groups of *P. yoelii* proteins exported beyond the parasite confine.

**The C-terminal part of YIR, including a TM domain, is required for YIR export.**

We next determined the export requirements of YIR protein through the expression of chimeras containing 1) the N-terminal region only or 2) the C-terminal region only including a predicted TM domain. When the N-terminal region of the YIR protein PY1872 (residue 1 to 217) was fused upstream of GFP, no export was observed (Figure 2A). This suggests that insufficient or no export cues are present in these N-terminal domains. In contrast, chimera including a GFP-tag fused upstream to the C-terminal part of PY01872 (residue 218 to 282) and representing ~25% of
the total protein was efficiently exported to the HCC (Figure 2B). Additional shortening of the YIR C-terminal sequence resulted in no export to the HCC (Supplementary Figure S2A). Finally, solubility assays confirmed the lipophilic nature of the C-terminal domain of YIR and also suggested a possible solubility shift resulting of the export of the chimera as previously observed for *P. falciparum* PNEP (Gruring et al, 2012). (Supplementary Figure S2B). This data along with those obtained with chimeras including N- and C-terminal part the YIR PY03906 and PY03632 (Supplementary Figure S2C), indicates that the YIR export information is located in the C-terminal region and includes a TM domain.

**The N-terminal sequence of PYST, including a SP, is responsible for export**

Unlike YIR, the analyzed PYST have a SP but no TM domain, suggesting that PYST trafficking signals might be located in a different part of the protein. To map these regions, parasites expressing truncated parts of the PYST protein PY04313 fused to GFP were generated. Nested C-terminal deletion constructs generated for PY04313 showed that export was still maintained in proteins expressing the first 44 residues (Figure 2C). Additional deletions of the PYST N-terminal region or the SP abolished chimera export (Figure 2D). These results are in line with those indicating that the export sequence of PY01395 is localized in its first 50 residues (Supplementary Figure S2D) and support that the PYST trafficking information is located within its N-terminal part, which includes a SP.

**Identification of a PNEP export-signal common to both YIR and PYST**

The minimal export sequence of YIR and PYST were analyzed. For this, we compared the sequence of the C-terminal sequence of the YIR PY03906, PY01872 and PY03906 and the N-terminal sequence of the PYST PY04313 and PY01395. Although there was no overall conservation, we identified a semi-conserved sequence motif ranging from 21 (PY01395) to
26 (PY03632) residues in all these proteins (Figure 3A). The first residue of this motif is a serine (S) and the last residue is a lysine (K). Near the middle of the motif, two semi-conserved residues including a phenylalanine (F) and an alanine (A) are found. In addition, valine (V) and serine (S) residues can be found with a high prevalence in the first and second half of the motif, respectively. In addition, the semi-conserved motif is associated with a lipophilic region: the semi-conserved motif of YIR (YIR motif) is located mostly within the TM domain with a few residues extending into the N-terminal flanking region, whereas the semi-conserved motif of PYST (PYST motif) is located within the second half of the SP, ending a few residues downstream of the SP (Figure 3B).

In parallel, secondary structure analysis of the YIR/PYST minimal export region using Jpred (Cole et al, 2008) showed that a significant part of the YIR motif, mainly localized within the TM domain, is predicted to form an \( \alpha \)-helix (Figure 3B). Similarly, 15 residues spanning the N-terminal part of the SP and the PYST motif are also predicted to form an \( \alpha \)-helix, with the last six amino acids of the \( \alpha \)-helix corresponding to the first six residues of the PYST motif (Figure 3B).

To validate the features identified here, we first assessed whether the PYST motif of 22 residues localized between position 14 and 35 of PY04313 (Figure 3B lower) could confer export on an unrelated peptide of 38 residues derived from the commercial plasmid pDisplay and named pD (Figure 3C). As expected, this peptide which contains a Mouse Ig K-chain SP and an HA tag was unable to enable GFP export (pD-1-38-GFP) in \( P. yoelii \). In contrast, the replacement of pD residues 14 to 35 by the PYST motif resulted in efficient GFP export (pDPYST domain-GFP). This indicates that the semi-conserved motif identified here is sufficient for protein export.

To characterize the residues required for trafficking, an increasing number of residues found in the PYST motif were introduced into the pD-1-38-GFP chimera until an efficient export was
obtained. All the sequences of the chimeras generated were analyzed using SignalP (Petersen et al, 2011) to ensure that the mutations introduced in the pD sequence do not interfere with SP processing and function (Figure 4).

Introduction of nine PYST residues (Ser in position 1, Asp in position 8, Val in position 9, Ala in position 10 and 12, Phe in position 11, Ser in position 13, Glu in position 14 and Lys in position 22) led to a low protein export (Figure 4A, pD.A). This indicates that these residues are sufficient to trigger a basal protein export. Interestingly, the export efficiency was increased to a level similar to the wild-type domain after inclusion of Gly and Tyr in position 4 and 5, respectively (Figure 4A, pD.B). This increased export efficiency could be partly due to a change in secondary structure rather than the requirement for specific residues. Indeed, the insertion of Gly and Tyr leads to an extension of the predicted α-helix formed by the SP and the PYST sequence, from 10-11 residues (pD.A) to twelve residues (pD.B), with the last three residues (Ser-Trp-Val) forming the α-helix reaching into the motif (Figure 4A). To test this, unrelated residues were included in position 4 and 5 of the weakly exported pD.A chimera. All the residue pairs predicted to increase the length of the α-helix to 12-15 residues were associated with efficient GFP export (Figure 4B, pD.C and Supplementary Figure S3 for additional constructs) whereas those expected to not increase the α-helix beyond 11-residue-long resulted in low protein export (Figure 4B, pD.D). These results suggest that an α-helix with a minimal length of twelve residues is required to obtain efficient chimera export and thus, the export-signal for YIR/PYST includes a secondary structure element.

To further define the residues associated with export, a mutational scan was performed across the residues introduced in the efficiently exported pD.B chimera by replacing these with the cognate residues found in the original pD sequence. Changes of six residues out of eleven led to a decrease in protein export with chimeras accumulated in the parasite perinuclear region, indicative of the ER, and/or in the PV (Figure 4C and Supplementary Figure S4 for detailed
pictures). These include the Ser in position 1 (pD.E); the Glu added in position 4 to increase the length of the α-helix (pD.F); the Val in position 9 (pD.I); the Phe in position 11 (pD.K); the Ser in position 13 (pD.M) and the Lys in position 22 (pD.O). Surprisingly, mutations of each of the two Ala at the midpoint of the motif (position 10 and 12) did not alter the chimera export efficiency (pD.J and pD.L). This is possibly due to the presence of a second Ala in close proximity, as a mutation of both Ala led to low export (pD.P).

Altogether, the mutation scan highlighted that in addition to a lipophilic domain and a possible conformational requirement, six specific residues are associated with export. These include four semi conserved residues (Ser located at the beginning, Ala and Phe located at the midpoint and Lys located at the end) and two residues (Val and Ser) which can hold variable positions within the defined export region.

Importantly, introduction of these specific residues along with Glu placed to increase the length of the α-helix into the unrelated pD1-38–GFP chimera, resulted in moderate GFP export (Figure 4D, pDPLASMED-GFP) and thus validated these findings. Finally, to establish whether these residues could also confer export when associated with a TM domain, two unrelated TM domains derived from mouse TMIE and TMED10 protein were fused downstream to a GFP (Figure 4E). As expected, these chimeras were not exported (GFP-TMIE, GFP-TMED10) despite the presence of residues associated with export in the TM domain region. In contrast, the complementation of these partial signals in the TMIE and TMED10 peptides enabled a moderate GFP export (GFP-TMIE mutated, GFP-TMED10 mutated). These provide strong evidence that the signal identified here is sufficient to target proteins for export into the HCC, when associated with any SP or TM domain and thus, it could be widely use by Plasmodium. We named this export-signal Plasmodium Lipophilic And Secondary structure Mediated Export Domain (PLASMED) (Figure 4F).
**P. yoelii PLASMED exportome**

A reiterative process of interrogating the *P. yoelii* protein database was performed using the PLASMED signal features identified here (see Supplementary Information). Overall, 1,277 *P. yoelii* proteins (i.e. ~17% of the proteome) containing at least one PLASMED were identified (Supplementary Table S1 PY PLASMED based).

The exportome was then refined using a machine-learning-approach that was trained with a cognate dataset including exported and non-exported proteins. To develop these datasets, the subcellular localization data of 14 *P. yoelii* PLASMED proteins were first determined (Figure 5A). To allow rapid screening, proteins with a size below ~430 residues and encoded by genes without a predicted intron were preferentially selected; without further consideration for the annotations available in the parasite databases. The localization of these proteins were determined using C-terminal GFP-tagging with the exception of the large *P. yoelii* PY04355 protein (513 residues), which was detected with a specific anti-serum. Of the 14 proteins assayed, seven GFP-tagged proteins were exported to the HCC including PY04355 which was detected beyond the PVM using specific anti-serum and anti-PyEXP1 antibody (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure S4 for detailed pictures).

The dataset was then enriched using orthology based information. The unrefined exportome contained proteins previously characterized in the literature; either in the endogenous parasite or as orthologues in other *Plasmodium* spp. We searched the literature for PLASMED-bearing proteins for which experimental evidence pertaining to their subcellular location was available. Only proteins with clear localization data obtained by immunolabeling or protein tagging approaches using non invasive asexual blood stage parasites were retained. Reflecting the low number of exported proteins with orthologues in other *plasmodium* spp. currently known, most of the proteins were annotated as non-exported. We identified 20 exported and 44 non exported proteins including the five YIR/PYST analyzed here, two proteins that were
previously characterized in *P. yoelii* iRBC and 57 proteins with localization data available in orthologues (Supplementary Table S1 PY dataset).

It is worth noting that the utilization of a refinement set characterized by an imbalanced distribution of exported *vs.* non exported proteins may lead to suboptimal refinement. Therefore to improve the refinement outcome, the distribution of exported *vs.* non exported proteins in the datasets was adjusted by the addition of ten artificial PLASMED bearing chimeras generated throughout this study and showing moderate to efficient GFP export (Supplementary Table S1 PY dataset).

Altogether, this allowed us to generate an expanded dataset including 38 exported and 50 non-exported proteins. These were used for *in silico* refinement using a machine-learning-approach named C4.5 decision trees (Acquaah-Mensah et al, 2006; Horton & Nakai, 1997; Quinlan, 1993). This has predicted a putative PLASMED exportome of 676 *P. yoelii* proteins (Supplementary Table S1 C4.5_PY_exportome).

The ability of the prediction algorithm to identify new exported proteins was assessed. For this, the subcellular localizations of eight proteins randomly selected among those predicted to be exported were determined using C-terminal GFP-tagging (Figure 5B). For technical reasons, only small proteins encoded by genes mostly without intron were selected and the annotations available in the parasite databases was not used as a selection criteria. Six out of the eight *P. yoelii* PLASMED proteins screened were exported to the HCC, representing a precision rate of 75% (Figure 5B). These results validated the overall approach used to predict new PLASMED exported proteins (Figure 5C). The identification of new *P. yoelii* exported proteins beyond multigene family proteins, suggests that PLASMED is a *bona fide* export-signal widely used by the parasite and not solely restricted to variant proteins.
**Discussion**

The survival of asexual blood stages of *Plasmodium* depends crucially on the export of parasite proteins across the PVM. Here, we showed that both YIR and PYST proteins are exported to the HCC. Once exported, PYST proteins remain soluble in the host cell while YIR proteins are targeted to dot-like structures which could be integral membrane associated. The punctate green pattern observed for YIR (Figure 1) is reminiscent of the dot-like structures (Supplementary Figure S1, white arrow) displayed by DAPI-stained parasites observed under a longpass UV filter. These structures could be the HCC motile membranous structures, recently described in *P. berghei* iRBC, which have been suggested to share some functions with *P. falciparum* Maurer’s clefts despite morphological differences (Ingmundson et al, 2012).

The export signal identified here defines a new type of translocation signal, not solely based on a conserved motif such as for PEXEL but including semi-conserved residues along with other features including hydrophobic a region and possibly a secondary structure requirement. Mutational scan results also suggested that variations in PLASMED resulted in multiple export efficiencies. Altogether, these distinguish PLASMED from a typical “canonical” N-terminal trafficking signal. Interestingly, the absence of complete export abolition during the mutational scan (Figure 4, pD.C to pD.P) suggests a degree of redundancy in the export signal and the possible existence of other undetected export factors. This could explain the moderate export efficiency obtained with PLASMED bearing unrelated peptides (Figure 4D), while endogenous plasmodial sequences showed efficient export (Figure 2B, GFP-CtPY0187218-282 and 3C, pDPYST domain-GFP). Finally, the multiple export efficiencies observed due to the variations in the PLASMED sequence might be the parasite’s mechanism of regulating the amount of protein being targeted to the PV, the HCC or internally within the parasite. Hence, proteins with a degenerate PLASMED might be likely associated with HCC remodelling,
while those with an incomplete PLASMED signal might have a more important role in the parasite and/or the PV. The data generated here is now an ideal starting point to further refine the PLASMED signal and investigate the role of PLASMED proteins during erythrocyte development.

Sorting of proteins to the HCC involves two main steps: 1) targeting of proteins to the parasite PV lumen using secretory pathways and 2) translocation of proteins across the PVM by an machinery. The PLASMED signal identified here includes the information recognized by both the secretion and translocation machineries. First, the parasite sorts and targets newly synthesized proteins to the secretory pathway using a lipophilic secretory signal. In line with this, we showed that plasmodial SP (Supplementary Figure S2C, PYST SP) and TM domain (Supplementary Figure S2B, YIR TM domain) as well as mammalian SP (Figure 3C, pD1-38-GFP) and TM domain (Supplementary Figure S4, GFP-TMIE and GFP-TMED10) are sufficient to enable the translocation of the GFP up to the PV. The significance of the N-terminal processing by plasmepsin V or signal-peptidase during protein journey remains to be determined as well as the role of the golgi. Second, the translocation of proteins beyond the PVM requires six conserved residues and potentially a proper secondary structure, all localized in the secretory signal region. Importantly, none of the mutated chimeras used here to characterize PLASMED was predicted by SignalP to interfere with SP processing and function (Figure 4). In addition, both the mutations in the PLASMED residues as well as those altering the secondary structure impaired the protein export, but retained targeting to the secretory pathway with chimeras accumulating mostly in the ER (pD.D, pD.E, pD.F, pD.I, pD.K and pD.O) and/or the PV (pD.M and pD.P) (Supplementary Figure S4 for detailed pictures of the transfectants). Altogether, these indicate that PLASMED contains export information. Finally, while TM/PLAMSED chimeras fused to GFP showed efficient export (Figure 2B), replacement of the GFP by superfolder GFP, an engineered GFP with increased
resistance to denaturation and enhanced folding property (Pedelacq et al, 2006), abolished export with chimera accumulating in the parasite periphery (Supplementary Figure S5). This supports that unfolding of the protein is required for PLASMED export as previously shown for *P. falciparum* PNEP (Gruring et al, 2012; Heiber et al, 2013). The approach of a genome-wide screen for PLASMED proteins combined with a machine learning prediction approach enabled us to predict an expanded exportome with a precision of 75% as supported by *in vivo* characterization of newly predicted exported-proteins. This is comparable to the PEXEL/VTS based prediction algorithm for which a maximum positive prediction rate of ~70% has been reported (van Ooij et al, 2008) and confirms that PLASMED is a *bona fide* export signal in *P. yoelii* that can be used to reveal unseen PNEP. Overall, 676 *P. yoelii* proteins were predicted to be exported. Most of these proteins belong to the *P. yoelii* YIR (n=473) and PYST (n=45) families (~73% the *P. yoelii* putative PLASMED exportome). This reflects the expansion of proteins belonging to the subtelomeric multigene families and indicates their importance in remodeling of the erythrocyte. Importantly, a part of the variant proteins assayed here were not exported to the HCC. This indicates that proteins belonging to the same multigene family can have multiple localizations and functions, as previously shown for *P. falciparum* RIFIN (Petter et al, 2007) (Figure 5, YIR PY04006, PYST PY02138). While PIR are shared by all non-*falciparum* species, the expansion of PYST in rodent plasmodium species suggests that rodent malaria parasites have developed some unique remodeling features that are distinct from the other non-*falciparum* spp. Of the ~160 remaining proteins, most of them have orthologues in other *Plasmodium* spp. (Supplementary Table S1 C4.5_PY_exportome) and it is likely that these predicted proteins play an important role in enabling the parasite to modulate the host-cell. Indeed, a number of these proteins are predicted to be involved in processes such as parasite motility, transport, signaling pathways and pathogenesis, and are encoded by genes displaying an expression
pattern typical for host-cell remodeling factors with a maximum of expression found in early or late blood stage parasites (Bozdech et al, 2003; Bozdech et al, 2008). Considering that the ER-GOLGI export system in eukaryotic cells contains > 1000 proteins (Gilchrist et al, 2006), it is not surprising that the parasite may need a large number of peptides to establish a completely independent export machinery in the HCC. Finally, it is noteworthy that 21 P. yoelii proteins contain a SP/PEXEL motif (Sargeant et al, 2006) as well and it will be interesting to establish the reason behind these redundant export sequences.

In conclusion, we presented the proof of concept of a new type of translocation signal that enables the export of the protein when placed either at the N-terminal or internal position. Having such kind of universal export-signal represents an evolutionary advantage, as it allows the translocation of a wide repertoire of proteins including proteins without ER signal sequence to different compartments. Whilst the complexity of the signal is currently preventing us from further refining the PLASMED signal using a classical motif search approach, the features defined here are broadly used to mediate export as well as to predict a new and reliable exportome. The utilization of P. yoelii not only provides insights about the remodeling events initiated by this species, but importantly allows us to better understand how these events work in other Plasmodium spp. such as the intractable human parasite P. vivax, the most frequent and widely distributed cause of recurring (tertian) malaria. The molecular events which allow P. vivax to remodel its host-cell are currently unknown and require an animal substitute, as P. vivax cannot be cultured in vitro. However, the fact that P. vivax shares the PIR subtelomeric multigene families with rodent malaria parasites suggests that it may use the same export mechanism as P. yoelii. This can be investigated further in the future. Insights into parasite trafficking pathways as well as host-cell remodeling will provide guidance in the selection of new therapeutic targets that are able to interfere with conserved aspects essential for the development of all Plasmodium spp.
Materials and Methods

Plasmid construction

DNA corresponding to the full coding sequence of pir and pyst was generated by chemical gene synthesis (GenScript). The entire coding region or parts thereof were amplified by PCR. The sequence encoding a Mouse Ig K-chain SP and HA tag was amplified by PCR from a pDisplay plasmid (Invitrogen). The chimeric sequences encoding the first 13 residues of mouse Ig K-chain SP and part of pyst/yir sequence fused upstream of the egfp-tag (Figure 4 to 6) were obtained by PCR walking following two successive PCR amplifications of an egfp sequence using two different long forward primers and a reverse primer with sequence complementary to egfp. The first PCR allowed the synthesis of PCR products containing the pyst/yir sequence fused upstream of the egfp. A second PCR using long forward primers with sequence complementary to the pyst/yir sequence previously added was then performed to insert the Mouse Ig K-chain SP sequence. Finally, all the non-pir/pyst sequences were obtained by PCR amplification of genomic DNA/cDNA or chemical synthesis. All these sequence were then cloned into the plasmid ePL (containing both the P. berghei EF1 constitutive promoter, the 3’ UTR region of P. berghei DHFR/TS gene and the selectable marker T. gondii DHFR gene), either upstream or downstream of an egfp-tag.

P. yoelii parasite preparation and transfection

BALB/c mice were infected with Plasmodium yoelii 17X 1.1 parasites by intraperitoneal injections. Transfections were carried out as previously described (Janse et al, 2006).

Live cell microscopy

Infected blood samples obtained after in vivo drug selection, were stained with DAPI (1µg/ml) for 5 min. Transfected parasites expressing GFP-tagged chimeras were then observed with an Olympus IX71 fluorescent microscope using a 100X oil immersion
objective. DAPI was detected using a Chromas 11000v3 filter set whereas eGFP was detected using a Chroma 49011 Filter Set. Pictures were captured using an Olympus DP30BW camera and processed using ImageJ 1.42a. Throughout the study, representative examples of at least 20 independently imaged trophozoite/early schizont stages parasites were collected and analyzed. The chimera export phenotype determined after analysis of these 20 parasites is shown either with the symbol “yes” or “no” standing for positive or negative export phenotype, respectively. When not all the transfectants showed a similar export phenotype, the fraction of transfectants showing proper protein export is indicated on the right of the export phenotype symbol. For each construct assayed in the Figures 2, 3, and 4, the merged picture of a representative parasite is shown. The corresponding extent of export is quantified by measuring the intensities of pixels corresponding to the green fluorescence signal along the yellow line from A to B in the picture depicted using ImageJ and represented using a profile plot using a scale ranging from 0 to 80 pixel intensities.

**Prediction of the *P. yoelii* PLAMED exportome.**

*P. yoelii* PLASMED exportomes were first generated by a reiterative process of interrogating parasite protein database and were then refined using machine-learning-approaches. See extended supplementary method for additional details.

**Characterization of protein localization using specific antisera**

Parasite expressing PY01872 and PY04313 fused to a HA-tag were air-dried, fixed with methanol and stained with rabbit anti-tag (Abcam) in conjunction mouse anti-PyEXP1 antibody (gift from Prof. D. Mazier). Anti-rabbit secondary antibody coupled to Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen) and with anti-mouse secondary antibody coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) were then used to reveal the localization of the HA-tagged proteins as well as the PVM, respectively. To localize PY04355, DNA corresponding to coding sequences of PY04355 were amplified from *P. yoelii* genomic DNA/cDNA and inserted into the His-tag
expression vector pET-24. Recombinant proteins were then expressed in BL21 *E. coli* and purified. Proteins were injected intra-peritoneally into BALB/c mice first with complete and then with incomplete Freund’s adjuvant at two-week intervals. The mice were bled one week after the fifth immunization. Specificity of the antisera was confirmed by western blot using whole parasite extract prepared from a mixed stages parasite sample (Supplementary Figure S6). To localize these proteins, air-dried *P. yoelii* iRBC fixed with methanol were first stained with specific anti-serum (dilution 1/200) in conjunction with anti-mouse secondary antibody coupled to Alexa Fluor 594. The Parasite PVM was then revealed using mouse anti-PyEXP1 antibody in conjunction with anti-mouse secondary antibody coupled to Alexa Fluor 488. Non-immune mouse serum was used as control. Slides were then examined by fluorescence microscopy after a brief incubation with DAPI 1mg/ml.
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**Figures legend**

**Figure 1. YIR and PYST are exported to the red-blood-cell cytoplasm.**

Representative images of live *P. yoelii* infected red-blood-cell expressing full-length YIR (A) or PYST (B) as determined by fluorescence microscopy of GFP-tagged proteins. The white arrows indicate the position of the parasite PV. The schematic diagram of the construct transfected is shown on the left of the images. The ability of each chimera to be exported (yes/no) is shown to the right of the images. The extent of export was quantified based on the pixel intensity of the GFP signal along the yellow line in the representative picture. Results are shown in the accompanying fluorescence plots (See Material and Methods). The horizontal line indicates the % GFP intensity threshold of 0, ≤25, 75 and ≥100% corresponding to “no export”, “low”, “positive” and “efficient” export pattern, respectively. The position of the parasite and the HCC are noted using black and orange double arrows, respectively.

**Figure 2. Defining essential regions of YIR and PYST required for export to the HCC.**

Localization of GFP chimeras fused to N-terminal part of YIR (A), C-terminal part of YIR (B) or N-terminal parts of PYST (C and D) in live *P. yoelii* infected red-blood-cell. Left panel shows the schematic diagram of the constructs used. Right panels show the corresponding representative merged photographs of infected erythrocytes, the ability of each chimera to be exported (yes/no) and the corresponding export ability as analyzed for Figure 1. The representative GFP, DAPI and bright field images for all constructs are shown in Supplementary Figure S4.
Figure 3. Identification of a related export motif in YIR and PYST. A. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the minimal region mediating YIR and PYST export. Residues are colored according to their physicochemical properties. The positions of semi-conserved residues (Ser (S), Phe (F), Ala (A), Lys (K)) are indicated by vertical arrows. The position of the residues commonly found in all the sequence with variable positions in the first (Val (V)) or the second half (Ser (S)) of the export domain are indicated by *. The sequence shows the consensus found in YIR and PYST sequences; only the YIR protein PY03632 has residues at all 26 positions displayed. The height of each letter is proportional to the frequency of amino acid identity at each position.

B. Analysis of the secondary structure of the minimal region of YIR/PYST proteins required for export to the HCC as defined by Jpred. The regions predicted as part of the PNEP export domain were highlighted in blue (YIR) or red (PYST) and the position of the predicted TM domain (YIR) or the SP (PYST) were noted using double arrows, respectively. The letters “H” and “E” are aligned beneath residues predicted to form an α-helix or β-strand, respectively.

C. Chimeras containing parts of pDisplay coupled to PYST sequences and fused to a GFP-tag were tested for their ability to be exported in transfected P. yoelii-iRBC. I. N-terminal pDisplay sequence in relation to the GFP-tag. Residues from pDisplay are colored in black (pD1-38–GFP), whereas substitutions in the pDisplay sequence derived from the PYST export domain are colored in red. Secondary structure predictions are shown below as for Figure 3B. The positions of the Mouse Ig K-chain SP and the HA tag are indicated above the sequence of pD1-38–GFP. II. Merged pictures representative of the transfected parasites, export phenotype and the corresponding export ability analyzed as for Figure 1. The representative GFP, DAPI and bright field images for all constructs are shown in Supplementary Figure S4.
Figure 4. Determination of the minimal sequence and secondary structure required for export. I. Mutated pDisplay sequences fused to a C-terminal GFP-tag were tested for their ability to be exported. The positions from 1 to 22 of the residues used for mutational analysis are indicated above each set of sequences in A through D. The presence and location of SP cleavage sites in each chimera were investigated by SignalP and indicated by an arrow above the sequence. The corresponding secondary structure predictions are shown below the sequence as for Figure 3. II. Qualitative assessment (yes/no) and extent of export for each construct. III. Merged pictures representative of the export pattern observed. The extent of export was accessed as for Figure 1. The white arrows show the accumulation of GFP chimeras in the parasite perinuclear region and/or in the PV. The representative GFP, DAPI and bright field images for all constructs are shown in Supplementary Figure S4.

A. Increasing substitution of residues from the PYST domain into pD1-38-GFP lead to chimera export. The residues sequentially introduced are underlined in red. B. The role of the secondary structure in protein export. Residues added to alter the length of the $\alpha$-helix are colored and underlined in blue. C. Determination of the minimal export consensus by mutational scan. The mutations introduced in pD.C are colored in green and labeled by an asterisk above the residue. D. Validation of the PLASMED signal. The mutations introduced in pD1-38-GFP are colored in green and labeled by an asterisk above the residue. The two and four residues associated with PLASMED export originally present in the TM domain region of TMIE and TMED10 peptide are colored in blue whereas the mutations introduced in these sequences to generate a complete PLASMED signal are colored in green and labeled by an asterisk above the residue. The position of the predicted TM domain was noted using double arrows. E. Summary of the PYST and YIR export-signal that we named PLASMED, with the conserved residues having a semi-conserved position colored in red, and those with variable position in blue.
**Figure 5. Prediction of *P. yoelii* PLASMED exportome.** A. Creation of the *P. yoelii* dataset. Summary of the export pattern observed in *P. yoelii* infected red-blood-cell expressing PLASMED-bearing proteins as determined by fluorescence microscopy of fluorescently-tagged proteins or immunofluorescently labeled protein (PY04355). The ability of each chimera to be exported (yes/no) is shown on the right in addition to the export ability. The pictures illustrating the localization pattern of the PLASMED-bearing proteins assayed are shown in Supplementary Figure S4. B. Validation of *P. yoelii* PLASMED exportome. The localization of *P. yoelii* PLASMED-bearing proteins predicted to be exported in live *P. yoelii* infected red blood cell was determined by fluorescence microscopy of GFP-tagged proteins. The ability of each chimera to be exported (yes/no) is shown on the right of the images in addition to the export ability. C. Strategy used to predict *P. yoelii* exportome.
**Figure 1**

### I. Schematic of the GFP fusion constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Schematic Diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PY01872-iGFP</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY01872-CtGFP</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY04313-iGFP</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY04313-CtGFP</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Signal peptide* | *Transmembrane domain*

### II. Representative fluorescence microscopy pictures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>GFP</th>
<th>DAPI</th>
<th>Bright field</th>
<th>Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Fluorescence" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Fluorescence" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Fluorescence" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Fluorescence" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Chimera export

- **PY01872-iGFP**: Yes efficient
- **PY01872-CtGFP**: Yes low
- **PY04313-iGFP**: Yes Positive
- **PY04313-CtGFP**: Yes moderate
Figure 3
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PY03632 Cl

IYALTL...IYTVVYKLWKL

PY01872 Cl

IYTVVYKLWKL

PY03906 Cl

IYTVVYKLWKL

PY04313 Nt

MKGYIKIALLLSLAGTVQNAFASEHTSDVTVHEAPT

PY01395 Nt

MKGYIKIALLLSLAGTVQNAFASEHTSDVTVHEAPT

B

PY03632 Cl_{216-307}

SYTHDLVTRCNGKSSLPLACPRSVTVKHMHILEIGTFVAAYLGSLTVVQY.

PY01872 Cl_{216-306}

IYALTSEDTS5IQLFTVLSIFGALIFGTKYHSLFGRKFAQOTQVLREKIKFLKDHDKK

PY03906 Cl_{246-312}

HRASSPSFELSFVTVSSSISASKPSLIFGALIFGTKYHSLFGRKFAQOTQVLREKIKFLKDHDKK

PY04313 Nt_{1-44}

MKGYIKIALLLSLAGTVQNAFASEHTSDVTVHEAPT

PY01395 Nt_{1-50}

MKGYIKIALLLSLAGTVQNAFASEHTSDVTVHEAPT

C

I. Sequence of the GFP fusion constructs

Mouse Ig K-chain signal peptide
Hemagglutinin A tag

II. Chimera export

pD_{1-30}-GFP

no

pD_{PYST domain}-GFP

yes efficient
**Figure 4**

### A. Schematic of the pDisplay sequence fused to GFP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pD.A</th>
<th>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pD.B</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.C</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.D</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.E</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.F</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.G</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.H</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.I</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.J</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.K</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.L</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.M</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.N</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.O</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.P</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD.Q</td>
<td>METDLLLLLWVLLLSWVP6TQVAFASEPDYAGAVARS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. pDisplay-GFP

- GFP-TM/E
- GFP-TM/E-mutated
- (GI P.1111)
- GFP-TM/E-mutated

### E. Hydrophobic sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PYST PLASMED</th>
<th>hydrophobic sequence (87)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-A-F-S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIR PLASMED</th>
<th>hydrophobic sequence (102)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-A-F-S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 5**

### Creation of the training set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A</strong></th>
<th>Chimera export</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PY04006</td>
<td>YIR protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY022506</td>
<td>YIR protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY05556</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY08857</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY09183</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY03058</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY04975</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY03013</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY09277</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY03915</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY03765</td>
<td>PFTST protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY08778</td>
<td>PFTST protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY00788</td>
<td>transporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY04355</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Validation of the exportome

**Representative fluorescence microscopy pictures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GFP</th>
<th>DAPI</th>
<th>Bright field</th>
<th>merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes efficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes efficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes efficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes efficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exportome prediction strategy

**P. yoelli Plasmodium proteome**

- Iterative search using PLASMED features:
  - PLASMED residues, presence of lipophilic region
  - and secondary structure length

- 1277 *P. yoelli* proteins with PLASMED features

- Refinement using C4.5 decision tree generated using datasets including 90 exported and non exported PLASMED proteins annotated using localization data
  - obtained from 1) experiments or literature and 2) transfections of *P. yoelli* or 1) literature data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>C</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>676 <em>P. yoelli</em> PLASMED proteins predicted to be exported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In vivo validation using 8 <em>P. yoelli</em> proteins putatively exported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 <em>P. yoelli</em> proteins correctly predicted to be exported (75% accuracy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

32